The Department of Geography and Environmental Science
Hunter College of the City University of New York
VIRTUAL RECEPTION AND AWARDS PRESENTATION PROGRAM
Friday, June 5, 2020 :: 3 to 5 pm

Hearing Impaired Interpreters: Aimee Hernandez & Michael Fisher

-- Welcoming Remarks and State of the Department Address --
Marianna Pavlovskaya, Professor and Chair

-- President’s Video Remarks --
Jennifer Raab, Hunter College President

-- Candidates for Graduation --
Departmental Academic Advisors
Professors Sean Ahearn, Allan Frei, Peter Marcotullio, and Haydee Salmun

-- Valedictorian Speech --
Evelyn Tawil, BA in Geography

-- Presentation of Awards --

Alice Hudson Map Award
Presented by Steve Hanon and Laura Ten Eyck, New York Map Society; and Professor Jochen Albrecht
Mingtao Lei and Horia Popa

Miriam and Saul Cohen Prize for Geographic Excellence
Presented by Professor Ines Miyares and Professor Randye Rutberg
Enkel Bega and Paul Bendar Nagel

Oak Tree Prize by Jack Eichenbaum
Presented by Professor Shruti Philips
Enkel Bega

Society of Woman Geographers Graduate Fellowship Award
Presented by Susan Leonard, Society of Woman Geographers
Mishka Vance

Sally Clark Award
Presented by Susan Leonard, Society of Woman Geographers
Camila Oliveira

-- Remarks from Graduating Students --
All students and their family and friends will be invited to join the screen

The Department would like to thank our Donors for supporting our Students Awards:
Society of Woman Geographers, Miriam and Saul Cohen, Jack Eichenbaum,
Alice Hudson, and New York Map Society
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